roofs

Hungary’s first aluminium pontoon
type internal floating roof

Typical fixed (cone) roof aboveground vertical, cylindrical steel
storage tank
Lukoil has installed the first
aluminium (skin & pontoon)
floating roof with primary
and secondary wiper seals
at two 2,000 m3 storage
tanks in Hungary.

as MSZ EN 14015:2005, due
to the fact all the licencing
parties used defective
standards and reguleations.
By installing these
floating roofs it is possible

Annual turnover (2011) (million litres)
Evaporation loss with fixed roof (litres)
Evaporation loss with floating roof (litres)

and weld the carbon steel
floating roof inside, weld the
shell back and then finally
inspect all the welding seams.
With an aluminium internal
floating roof the entire
assembly can be carried out
through the man hole, only

should only support the filling
island, to comply with the
118/2011 VOC regulation.
As shown in the table, the
evaporation loss of the terminal
can be reduced by 97% using
the internal floating roof.
If the owner decides to

using screwing and drilling, all
within 160 hours (in a 2,000m3
tank). The time for the whole
assembly, including erecting
the scaffolding, installing the
vents and overflows and final
quality control checks is around
a month. To do the same for
a carbon steel project would
take around three months.
After installation of the
aluminium floating roof the
capacity of a 2 million litre
tank is reduced by about
90,000 litres. Losses would
be higher than this with a
carbon steel roof due to its
added size and weight.
Considering the emissions

install an internal floating roof
(IFR), the following tasks must
be carried out in order to
operate the steam recovering
system of the terminal:
• Detailed static and solidity
calculations for the
given tank incorporating
the future demands
• It is highly recommended to
carry out these calculations
as a supplement to the
regular 10 year inspection
(11/1994.(III.25.) IKM)
• Preparation of a technical,
electricity, and fire
prevention certification
and installation plan of
the required new and
modified elements
• Permission for the
planned maintenances,
modifications by the
respective authorities
• The modification of
authorisation of the tank
and the steam recovery
system should be requested
with the supervision of the
respective authorities.

1 AST

3 AST

LOSS

26,09
32.128
719

78,29
96.384
2.157

0,1231%
0,0027%

Comparative table for losses with different roof types (taking primary and secondary mechanical
seals into consideration)
Hungary-based Tanxperts,
the investor’s mandated
inspector, managed the whole
project and elected to install
roofs from CTS Netherlands over
the more traditional carbon
steel internal floating roof.
The biggest challenge,
according to Tanxperts, was
convincing the authorities
that the technology complied
with local regulations such

to reduce evaporative
losses by around 97%.
Technical benefits

savings compared to this
slightly decreased volume, it is
still possible to justify installing
the aluminium floating roof.

For more information:
Installing an aluminium
pontoon floating roof
is much faster than the
carbon steel alternative.
With a carbon steel
floating roof it is necessary
to cut the tank shell open
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Vapour loss
By installing an aluminium
floating roof, vapour losses
generated at the terminal can
be reduced to a miniumum
and vapour recovery units

This article was written by Attila
Dömötör, EEMUA 159 inspector
& QA-QC expert, Tanxperts
Hungary, www.tanxperts.com
The contracting company
involved was GIA-Hungária
Kft. CTS Netherlands supplied
the roofs and Kraftwerkbau Kft
provided the welders, assembly,
manpower and tools.
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